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Abstract

With increasing concern about user data privacy, feder-
ated learning (FL) has been developed as a unique training
paradigm for training machine learning models on edge de-
vices without access to sensitive data. Traditional FL and ex-
isting methods directly employ aggregation methods on all
edges of the same models and training devices for a cloud
server. Although these methods protect data privacy, they
are not capable of model heterogeneity, even ignore the het-
erogeneous computing power, and incur steep communica-
tion costs. In this paper, we purpose a resource-aware FL
to aggregate an ensemble of local knowledge extracted from
edge models, instead of aggregating the weights of each local
model, which is then distilled into a robust global knowledge
as the server model through knowledge distillation. The local
model and the global knowledge are extracted into a tiny size
knowledge network by deep mutual learning. Such knowl-
edge extraction allows the edge client to deploy a resource-
aware model and perform multi-model knowledge fusion
while maintaining communication efficiency and model het-
erogeneity. Empirical results show that our approach has sig-
nificantly improved over existing FL algorithms in terms of
communication cost and generalization performance in het-
erogeneous data and models. Our approach reduces the com-
munication cost of VGG-11 by up to 102× and ResNet-32
by up to 30× when training ResNet-20 as the knowledge net-
work.

Introduction
Federated learning (FL) has emerged as a novel machine
learning paradigm for distributed clients to participate in
the collaborative training of a centralized model. FL brings
model asynchronous training on edge, where devices (e.g.,
mobile phones and IoT devices) extract the knowledge
on the private-sensitive training data and then upload the
learned models to the cloud for aggregation. FL stores user
data locally and restricts direct access to it from cloud
servers; thereby, this paradigm not only enhances privacy-
preserving but also introduces several inherent advantages,
including model accuracy, cost efficiency, and diversity.
With the massive demand for data in today’s machine learn-
ing models and the social considerations of artificial intelli-
gence (e.g., privacy and security (Yang et al. 2019; Curzon
et al. 2021)), federated learning has great potential and role
in counterpoising this trade-off.

Federated learning has already shown its potential in
practical applications, including health care (Sheller et al.
2020), environment protection (Hu et al. 2018), electrical
vehicles (Saputra et al. 2019), and etc. Google, Apple, and
NVIDIA are using FL for their applications nowadays (e.g.,
Google Keyboard (Yang et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2019), Ap-
ple Siri (Freudiger 2019; Paulik et al. 2021), NVIDIA med-
ical imaging (Li et al. 2019)). In consequence, designing ef-
ficient FL models and deploying them effectively and fairly
on edge devices is crucial for improving the performance of
edge computing in the future.

Traditional FL, represented by FedAvg (McMahan et al.
2017) in Figure 1 (b), broadcasts global model parame-
ters to selected edge devices, performs a weighted average
of the trained local model parameters based on their local
data and updates the global model. This process is then
iterated through many communication rounds to achieve
good performance across all edge devices. From the frame-
work of traditional FL, we observe the following limita-
tions: First, iterative model weights sharing between net-
work edges and the servers introduces excessive communi-
cation overhead. Second, the ever-increasing computational
and memory requirements of AI models (e.g., deep neu-
ral networks - DNNs) and the heterogeneous computing
power of edge devices make deploying the same models on
resource-constrained edge devices problematic. For exam-
ple, it is infeasible to deploy a large model on a resource-
limited edge device. In addition, local data from the real-
world is typically imbalance/non-independent identically
distributed (non-IID), which can easily lead to training fail-
ure in a decentralized situation (Michieli and Ozay 2021).
Deep learning models are generally over-parameterized, and
when local data are heterogeneous, aggregating local models
tends to cause over-fitting, leading to high variance in learn-
ing and prediction (Jiang et al. 2019; Nishio and Yonetani
2019). Therefore, performing weight-average aggregating of
local models, or even deploying the same model on devices
with different computing power, as employed by most exist-
ing FL methods, may produce an unfair, ineffective global
model and fail to deploy it efficiently.

To overcome the above limitations of previous FL meth-
ods, we came up with the idea of performing resource-aware
federated learning using knowledge extraction and multi-
model fusion (FedKEMF), as illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
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Figure 1: (a) The proposed knowledge extraction and multi-
model fusion FL builds global knowledge by extracting lo-
cal knowledge from different models using the correspond-
ing computing power device and fuses it in, then transfers
the local knowledge to the edge. It can thus be aware of
resource constraints and serve as a robust general-purpose
FL for practical applications. (b) In contrast, traditional FL
(McMahan et al. 2017) produces aggregation of local model
weights and distributes global model to edges. It treats edge
devices with the same model and computing power, and has
complex communication costs.

Specifically, we train the model distributed to each local
client with a knowledge network from the server. After lo-
cal training, we extract the knowledge of each local model
to a tiny size neural network by deep mutual learning. Here,
the large local model and the knowledge network learn and
teach each other through the training process, allowing the
client to learn robust global knowledge from the server. Af-
ter that, we ensemble all the tiny size neural networks trained
from the edge and distilled to a global knowledge by knowl-
edge distillation on the server-side. We encode the ensemble
classifier’s knowledge to the global model. Then we transfer
the global knowledge to the client for the next round of deep
mutual learning. We only communicate the tiny size network
between the edge and the cloud in training and reference.

The benefits of our approach FedKEMF are: i) It distills
the client’s knowledge before aggregating it to the server,
which prevents such large edge models from being over-

parameterized while reducing the resource constraints of
edge devices. ii) It effectively reduces communication costs
by exchanging distilled tiny size neural networks between
edges and clouds instead of the original large models. iii)
Ensembling knowledge from edges efficiently robust the
global model, reducing the risk of over-fitting and vari-
ance, and achieving better generalization performance in FL.
Furthermore, our purposed approach is aware of resource-
constraint and applies multi-model fusion to break the limi-
tations of model structure, deploy models fairly on edge de-
vices, and enable federated learning in a more realistic set-
ting.

We conduct extensive experiments on non-IID data set-
tings and heterogeneous client models to validate the perfor-
mance of the purposed approach and compare it with exist-
ing FL methods. Our results show that, when optimizing a
small neural network as the knowledge network, FedKEMF
significantly reduces communication cost and achieves bet-
ter performance using fewer communication rounds.

Related work

Federated Learning

FedAvg (McMahan et al. 2017) is the original implementa-
tion for training decentralized data and preserving privacy
in FL. Based on FedAvg, numerous variants have been pro-
posed to optimize FL (Li et al. 2020a; Wang et al. 2020;
Karimireddy et al. 2020), especially to track the heterogene-
ity issue in FL (Karimireddy et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020b).
For example, FedProx (Li et al. 2020a) is proposed to im-
prove local client training by adding a proximal term to the
local loss, FedNova (Wang et al. 2020) introduces weight
modification to avoid gradient bias by normalizing and scal-
ing local updates, SCAFFOLD (Karimireddy et al. 2020)
corrects the update direction to prevent client drift prob-
lem by maintaining drift variates. It is worth mentioning that
these FL methods aggregate single-model weights for server
from edges and incurs extra communication overhead. Other
works (So, Guler, and Avestimehr 2020; Elkordy and Aves-
timehr 2022; Yuan and Ma 2020) optimize the communica-
tion cost but have no consideration of computation power
heterogeneity of edge devices. Unlike prior works, we ag-
gregate knowledge from the edge, and we only communi-
cate these tiny knowledge networks among the edge and the
server.

Another line in FL is personalized FL, which focuses
on the problem of statistical heterogeneity. Personalized FL
aims to personalize the global model for each client in FL
and find how to develop improved personalized models that
can benefit a large majority of clients (Kulkarni, Kulkarni,
and Pant 2020). Although we have the same consideration
of device heterogeneity (memory storage and computation
power), data heterogeneity (non-IID data), and model het-
erogeneity (model structure and size), we focus on how to
extract knowledge from different types of models and their
corresponding training devices to build robust global knowl-
edge.



Ensemble Learning and Knowledge Distillation in
Federated Learning
Knowledge distillation is first introduced as a model com-
pression technique for neural networks to transfer knowl-
edge from a large teacher model to a small student model
(Buciluundefined, Caruana, and Niculescu-Mizil 2006; Hin-
ton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015). Ensemble learning is a
promising technique to combine several individual models
for better generalization performance (Ganaie et al. 2022).
In light of these two ideas, such methods (You et al. 2017;
Fukuda et al. 2017; Tung and Mori 2019; Park and Kwak
2020; Asif, Tang, and Harrer 2020) purpose efficient knowl-
edge distillation with ensemble of teachers to further im-
prove the student performance.

Recently, ensemble learning and knowledge distillation
has emerged as an effective approach to address heterogene-
ity issue, resource-constrained of edge devices, and com-
munication efficiency in FL (Li and Wang 2019; He, An-
navaram, and Avestimehr 2020; Seo et al. 2020; Sui et al.
2020; Lin et al. 2020). For example, Fed-ensemble (Sui et al.
2020) ensembles the prediction output of all client models;
FedKD (Wu et al. 2021) proposes an adaptive mutual distil-
lation to learn a student and a teacher model simultaneously
on the client side; FedDF (Lin et al. 2020) distills the en-
semble of client teacher models to a server student model.
In contrast, our approach utilizes knowledge distillation to
encode the ensemble knowledge from clients into global
knowledge. The novelty of our approach is that FedKEMF
extracts the local model knowledge that is being learned
from the global knowledge into a tiny size neural network by
deep mutual learning (Zhang et al. 2018), and then ensem-
bles the tiny size neural networks for multi-model fusion.

Methodology
Figure 2 shows the local updates of FedKEMF and Figure
3 shows the cloud updates of FedKEMF. In local updates,
the client first downloads the knowledge network from the
server, then mutually trains the knowledge network with the
local model to extract an updated knowledge network, and
finally uploads it back to the server. In cloud updates, the
server first collects local knowledge (tiny size network) up-
loaded from clients, then ensembles all the tiny size net-
works, distills them into global knowledge, and finally trans-
fers it to clients. In this section, we will explain our approach
in detail.

Knowledge Extraction using Deep Mutual
Learning
Traditional FL and its variants (Li et al. 2020a; Wang et al.
2020; Karimireddy et al. 2020) keep model up-to-date by
sharing model weights/gradients between server and edge
clients. Simply aggregating weights might raise unexpected
training failures. We aim to fusion the local model’s knowl-
edge to keep the model updated. Hence, we use deep mutual
learning (Zhang et al. 2018), to extract the knowledge.

The Key idea of deep mutual learning is to train multiple
neural networks (NNs) synchronously while minimizing the
Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence among the output of the

Figure 2: Local updates. The client downloads the knowl-
edge network from the server, trains mutually with the lo-
cal model, extracts the updated knowledge network, and up-
loads it to the server.

Figure 3: Cloud updates. The cloud collects local knowl-
edge (tiny size network) from clients, ensembles all tiny size
networks, distills into global knowledge, and transfers it to
clients.

networks. In other words, the KL divergence evaluates the
similarity of two distributions. By minimizing the KL diver-
gence among the NNs, NNs can learn the knowledge from
each other. Therefore, to extract knowledge from the local
model, we introduce a knowledge network (a tiny size net-
work compared to the local model) at local and optimize the
knowledge network and local model simultaneously using
deep mutual learning.

To intuitively explain the knowledge extraction process,
we explain it in an image classification task. Formally, in an
edge client, we have a local model θ and a knowledge net-
work (tiny size network) θg . First, to update the local model
θ. For any input batch of data x, we calculate the cross-
entropy loss of predictions and ground truth as equation 1.

Lc = −
N∑
i=1

yT log(σ(θ(xi))) (1)

, where N is the mini-batch size, y is the ground truth label,
and σ is the softmax function.

Then, we compute the KL divergence from θ(x) to θg(x)



Algorithm 1: FedKEMF Edge Client Update
ClientUpdate(θg):

1: θ ← local deployed model
2: B ← split local dataset into batches
3: for epoch = 1, 2, . . . , E do
4: for batch b ∈ B do
5: Perform Deep Mutual Learning:
6: θ ← θ − ηO(L(θ; b) +DKL(θg||θ))
7: θg ← θg − ηO(L(θg; b) +DKL(θ||θg))
8: end for
9: end for

10: Deploy θ on local application.
11: Communicate θg .

as equation 2.

DKL(θg||θ) =

N∑
i=1

σ(θg(x)T )log(
σ(θg(x))

σ(θ(x))
) (2)

, where we do element-wise division on σ(θg(x))
σ(θ(x)) .

We update the θ by using the total loss as equation 3.

Lθ = Lc +DKL(θg||θ) (3)

Similar steps are followed by θg .

Local Updates Through Deep Mutual Learning
As depicted in Figure 2, we mutually train the local model
and knowledge network, transmitting the knowledge net-
work back and forcing it to update the global knowl-
edge. Knowledge extraction and communication allow edge
clients to deploy resource-aware models for the application
while keeping the communication efficiency and model het-
erogeneity. Algorithm 1 shows the local update process.

Multi-model Knowledge Fusion
In FedKEMF, we provide two model fusion methods for
server fusion of the knowledge from the edge. The first
one is similar to the traditional FL in that we aggregate the
weight. Second, inspired by (Lin et al. 2020), we ensemble
all received client models and distillate the ensemble knowl-
edge into a global knowledge network. In this section and
the experiments, we mainly focus on ensemble the client’s
knowledge. However, FedKEMF can also use traditional fu-
sion method, such as (McMahan et al. 2017; Karimireddy
et al. 2020), to aggregate model.

We define the ensemble model as Θ = {θkg}k∈S , where
the θkg is the kth client’s knowledge network and the S is
the set of clients that communicate with the server in current
communication round. Then we distillate the knowledge of
ensemble Θ to a global knowledge network θg by using un-
labeled data, generative data, or public data in the server.
The distillation loss for θg is defined in equation 4.

Ld = DKL(Θ, θg) (4)

The server update process is shown in the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: FedKEMF Server Update
Server executes:

1: Initialize θg .
2: for each round t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3: S ← random set of clients ∈ N
4: for each client k ∈ S in parallel do
5: Communicate with client k.
6: θkg ← ClientUpdate(θg)
7: end for
8: end for
9: Θ = ensemble({θkg}k∈S)

10: θg ← θg − ηO(Ld(Θ, θg))

Ensemble Knowledge
In FedKEMF, we investigate three ensemble strategies, i.e.,
max logits, average logits, and majority vote. We adopt the
max logits as the ensemble strategy since the max logits get
the best results in practice. For a given input instance x, the
ensemble model computes as the following equation:

Θ(x) = EnsembleMax({θkg (x)}k∈S) (5)

, where the EnsembleMax compares all output vectors and
returns a new vector containing the element-wise maxima.

Experiments
We conducted comprehensive experiments to evaluate the
performance of FedKEMF. We separated our experiments
into several sections: learning efficiency, communication
cost, and multi-model federated learning. In addition, we
performed an ablation study with different ensemble meth-
ods for FedKEMF. We compared FedKEMF with strong FL
baselines, such as FedAvg (McMahan et al. 2017), Fed-
Nova (Wang et al. 2020), FedProx (Li et al. 2020a), and
SCAFFOLD (Karimireddy et al. 2020).

Experimental setup
Datasets and models. We conduct experiments on
two image datasets: CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky 2009) and
MNIST (Caldas et al. 2019), with deep learning mod-
els: VGG-11 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) and ResNet-
20/32 (He et al. 2016). We implement the non-IID bench-
mark federated learning setting (Li et al. 2021) for CIFAR-
10 and MNIST. In the non-IID setting, each client is as-
signed a sample proportion of each label based on the
Dirichlet distribution (with concentration α). Specifically,
we sample pk ∼ DirN (α) and assign a pk,j proportion of
the instances to client j. Here we choose the α = 0.1.
Federated learning settings. We implement federated
learning following the non-IID benchmark setting (Li et al.
2021). The server execution of the FL algorithm chooses
a random sample ratio of clients for local training in each
communication round. We experiment on different clients
from 30 to 100 and the sample ratio from 0.4 to 1.0.
Baselines. We compare FedKEMF with state-of-the-art
(SoTA) FL algorithms, including FedAvg (McMahan et al.
2017), FedProx (Li et al. 2020a), FedNova (Wang et al.
2020), and SCAFFOLD (Karimireddy et al. 2020).
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Figure 4: Comparison of FedKEMF with SoTAs: the top-1 average test accuracy vs. communication rounds. 2-layer CNN is
trained on MNIST (Caldas et al. 2019). The VGG-11 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) and ResNet-20/32 (He et al. 2016) are
trained on CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky 2009).

Learning efficiency
In this section, we evaluate the learning efficiency and op-
timization ability of FedKEMF (i.e., analysis of the rela-
tionship between communication rounds and the accuracy
of the target model). We train VGG-11 (Simonyan and Zis-
serman 2015) and ResNet-20/32 (He et al. 2016) on CIFAR-
10 (Krizhevsky 2009) separately with 200 communication
rounds, and we use ResNet-20 as the knowledge network.
Additionally, we train a 2-layer CNN on MNIST with the
benchmark of FL in non-IID settings (Li et al. 2021). Since
2-layer CNN is a tiny size network, we use a separate 2-
layer CNN as the knowledge network. Next, we compare the
model performance of FedKEMF with state-of-the-arts (So-
TAs) (i.e., FedNova (Wang et al. 2020), FedAvg (McMa-
han et al. 2017), FedProx (Li et al. 2020a), and SCAF-
FOLD (Karimireddy et al. 2020)).

As shown in Figure 4, FedKEMF achieves outstanding
results with strong FL baselines in most benchmark set-
tings, while producing a stable training process. In over-
parameterized neural networks, such as ResNet-20 and
ResNet-32, FedKEMF outperforms baselines with a large
margin. It’s worth mentioning that FedKEMF shows superi-
ority in dealing with heterogeneous settings than other base-
lines. We train FedKEMF and baselines with 30 clients, 50
clients, and 100 clients with different sample ratios and dif-
ferent heterogeneous noises. As the heterogeneity increases
along with the number of clients increases, FedKEMF re-
mains constantly stable across different FL scale settings.
However, our baselines show significant fluctuation. That
means our method has the ability to deal with large-scale
federated learning training systems.

The baseline methods mainly focus on parameter and
gradient aggregating when performing model fusion in the
cloud, such as FedAvg (McMahan et al. 2017) simply
weighted averaging edge model parameters. Although great
efforts have been devoted to a fairly aggregate edge model,
the summation over the parameters/gradients still introduces
biases, because the contribution of a single edge model
to the FL system is a black box. FedKEMF leverages en-
semble distillation for model fusion. The ensemble edge
model can significantly generalize heterogeneous edge mod-
els and guide the model towards a general optimized direc-
tion. Hence, FedKEMF shows a much more stable optimiz-
ing process across various non-IID FL settings.

Besides, in the 2-layer CNN of Figure 4, FedKEMF
shows less advantage when dealing with tiny structure neu-
ral networks. However, when we increase the number of
communication rounds. In this way, FedKEMF can still
achieve comparable final convergence accuracy as baselines.

To fully evaluate the optimization ability of FedKEMF,
we further evaluate the model’s accuracy overhead. Figure 5
shows the convergence accuracy comparison. The results
show that the model trained by FedKEMF has a higher con-
vergence overhead. Additionally, we investigate the com-
munication rounds to achieve target accuracy. As Figure 6
shows, under different FL settings, FedKEMF achieves tar-
get model accuracy with remarkably fewer communication
rounds.

Communication efficiency
In FedKEMF, a key attribute is that we introduce a knowl-
edge network independent of the edge models. Hence,



Table 1: Comparison of communication cost with SoTAs to achieve target accuracy. The model marked with ‘*’ failed to
achieve target accuracy.

Method Model Target
Accuracy Clients Communication Rounds Round/Client Communication Cost Speed UpTotal ∆ Cost

FedAvg

ResNet-20
65% 30

163 2.1MB 4.01GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-32 183 3.2MB 6.86GB 0GB (1 ×)
VGG-11 166 42MB 81.70GB 0GB (1 ×)

ResNet-20∗ 57% 50 400 2.1MB 28.71GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-32∗ 400 3.2MB 43.75GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-20 60% 100 109 2.1MB 11.18GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-32 109 3.2MB 17.03GB 0GB (1 ×)

FedNova

ResNet-20
65% 30

147 4.2MB 7.24GB +3.22GB (0.55 ×)
ResNet-32 147 6.4MB 11.03GB +4.16GB (0.62 ×)
VGG-11 166 84MB 163.41GB +81.70GB (0.50 ×)

ResNet-20∗ 57% 50 400 4.2MB 57.42GB +28.71GB (0.50 ×)
ResNet-32∗ 400 6.4MB 87.50GB +43.75GB (0.50 ×)
ResNet-20 60% 100 182 4.2MB 37.32GB +26.15GB (0.30 ×)
ResNet-32 155 6.4MB 48.44GB +31.41GB (0.35 ×)

FedProx

ResNet-20
65% 30

200 2.1MB 4.92GB +0.91GB (0.82 ×)
ResNet-32 195 3.2MB 7.31GB +0.45GB (0.94 ×)
VGG-11 200 42MB 98.44GB +16.73GB (0.83 ×)

ResNet-20∗ 57% 50 400 2.1MB 28.71GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-32∗ 400 3.2MB 43.75GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-20 60% 100 109 2.1MB 11.18GB 0GB (1 ×)
ResNet-32 109 3.2MB 17.03GB 0GB (1 ×)

FedKEMF

ResNet-20
65% 30

76 2.1MB 1.87GB -2.14GB (2.14 ×)
ResNet-32 87 2.1MB 2.14GB -4.72GB (3.21 ×)
VGG-11 65 2.1MB 1.60GB -80.10GB (51.08 ×)

ResNet-20 57% 50 188 2.1MB 13.49GB -15.22GB (2.13 ×)
ResNet-32 40 2.1MB 2.87GB -40.88GB (15.24 ×)
ResNet-20 60% 100 53 2.1MB 5.43GB -5.74GB (2.06 ×)
ResNet-32 45 2.1MB 4.61GB -12.42GB (3.69 ×)

FedAvg FedNova FedProx SCAFFOLD FedKEMF

30 Clients 60.58 64.50 60.2 16.37 73.35

50 Clients 32.71 28.19 30.97 22.52 57.92

100 Clients 61.49 64.08 57.7 48.69 68.78

30 Clients 61.91 67.84 60.64 10 72.47

50 Clients 32.62 28.32 31.64 10 71.87

100 Clients 61.38 67.27 63.69 43.67 72.01

ResNet-20 78.48 76.87 76.82 81.82 84.269

ResNet-32 78.67 77.48 76.99 81.62 83.669

VGG-11 79.9 80.41 79.42 82.4 84.07

ResNet-20 61.29 76.76 62.55

ResNet-32 61.38 68.25 63.69

VGG-11 73.26 71.19 62.37 56.56

ResNet-20 17.28 19.43 10 10 39

ResNet-32 10 10 10 10 41

VGG-11 28.33 22.12 31.21 31.78 44.23
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Figure 5: Convergence accuracy overhead. The higher the
better.

it only communicates the tiny size knowledge network
through training and inference, resulting in lower commu-
nication cost than SoTA FL algorithms that use models
for aggregation and fusion. For example, FedNova (Wang
et al. 2020) and SCAFFOLD (Karimireddy et al. 2020) can
achieve stable training but cost double average communica-
tion cost compared to FedAvg (McMahan et al. 2017) as a
result of sharing the extra gradient information. We evaluate
the communication cost in two ways. First, we train all the
models to a target accuracy and calculate the communication
cost. Second, we train all the models to converge and then

表格 1

FedAvg FedNova FedProx SCAFFOLD FedKEMF

30(65%)

ResNet-20 164 147 250 250 81

ResNet-32 250 147 250 250 91

30 (60%)

ResNet-20 140 123 140 250 49

ResNet-32 140 149 151 250 56

100 (60%)

ResNet-20 109 182 110 250 59

ResNet-32 109 155 109 250 47

VGG-11 181 159 296 54 46

100 (50%)

ResNet-20 71 128 72 250 21

ResNet-32 72 131 72 250 16

VGG-11 69 56 87 46 35

50

ResNet-20 184 200 193 171

ResNet-32

VGG-11 171 193 195 156

30 clients 60% target accuracy
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Figure 6: Communication rounds to achieve target accuracy.
The lower the better.



Table 2: Comparison of communication cost with SoTAs to achieve model convergence.

Method Clients Model Sample
Ratio Converge Rounds Communication Cost Converge Acc. ∆ Acc.Round/Client Total Speedup

FedAvg

30
ResNet-20 0.4 163 2.1MB 4.01GB (1 ×) 64.95% 0%
ResNet-32 0.4 182 3.2MB 6.83GB (1 ×) 64.92% 0%
VGG-11 0.4 163 42MB 80.23GB (1 ×) 64.69% 0%

50 ResNet-20 0.7 195 2.1MB 14.00GB (1 ×) 33.22% 0%
ResNet-32 0.7 195 3.2MB 21.33GB (1 ×) 33.19% 0%

100 ResNet-20 0.5 111 2.1MB 11.38GB (1 ×) 61.39% 0%
ResNet-32 0.5 122 3.2MB 19.06GB (1 ×) 61.38% 0%

FedNova

30
ResNet-20 0.4 195 4.2MB 9.60GB (0.42 ×) 69.28% +4.33%
ResNet-32 0.4 196 6.4MB 14.70GB (0.46 ×) 69.13% +4.21%
VGG-11 0.4 196 84MB 192.94GB (0.42 ×) 69.15% +4.46%

50 ResNet-20 0.7 167 4.2MB 23.97GB (0.58 ×) 31.27% -1.95%
ResNet-32 0.7 183 6.4MB 40.03GB (0.53 ×) 31.87% -1.32%

100 ResNet-20 0.5 191 4.2MB 39.17GB (0.29 ×) 68.30% +6.91%
ResNet-32 0.5 192 6.4MB 60.00GB (0.32 ×) 67.27% +5.89%

FedProx

30
ResNet-20 0.4 163 2.1MB 4.01GB (1 ×) 64.00% -0.95%
ResNet-32 0.4 195 3.2MB 7.31GB (0.93 ×) 64.75% -0.17%
VGG-11 0.4 188 42MB 92.53GB (0.87 ×) 64.13% -0.56%

50 ResNet-20 0.7 195 2.1MB 14.00GB (1 ×) 32.43% -0.79%
ResNet-32 0.7 195 3.2MB 21.33GB (1 ×) 32.89% -0.3%

100 ResNet-20 0.5 118 2.1MB 12.10GB (0.94 ×) 62.55% +1.16%
ResNet-32 0.5 128 3.2MB 20.00GB (0.95 ×) 63.69% +2.31%

FedKEMF

30
ResNet-20 0.4 193 2.1MB 4.75GB (0.84 ×) 73.35% +8.40%
ResNet-32 0.4 199 2.1MB 4.90GB (1.39 ×) 72.47% +7.55%
VGG-11 0.4 191 2.1MB 4.70GB (17.07 ×) 74.58% +9.89%

50 ResNet-20 0.7 199 2.1MB 14.28GB (0.98 ×) 57.92% +24.70%
ResNet-32 0.7 197 2.1MB 14.14GB (1.51 ×) 71.87% +38.68%

100 ResNet-20 0.5 127 2.1MB 13.02GB (0.87 ×) 68.78% +7.39%
ResNet-32 0.5 175 2.1MB 17.94GB (1.06 ×) 72.01% +10.63%

compare the communication cost for each FL algorithm. The
communication cost is represented by:

# rounds × round cost per client × # sampled clients

Table 1 shows the results of communication cost when we
train the models to the target accuracy. The communication
and stable training process of FedKEMF with knowledge
network count up to 102× less communication cost than
baselines. For instance, when optimizing VGG-11 with 30
clients, FedKEMF uses 80.10 GB less (51.08× less) com-
munication overhead than FedAvg to achieve 65% accuracy
and 161.8 GB less (102×) less communication overhead
than FedNova.

Additionally, we evaluate the communication cost when
we train the models to converge. We consider a perfor-
mance upper bound by creating a hypothetical centralized
case where images are heterogeneously distributed across
30, 50, and 100 clients. Table 2 shows the corresponding
results. FedKEMF achieves remarkably higher convergence
accuracy with negligible extra communication burdens and
in some cases even less communication cost. For exam-
ple, when training the ResNet-32 with 50 clients, FedKEMF
achieves 38.68% higher accuracy with 1.51× less commu-
nication cost.

Multi-model federated learning
FL systems not only suffer data heterogeneity but also have
resource heterogeneity issues. Existing FL works mainly fo-

cus on addressing data heterogeneity and improving train-
ing performance overhead. However, barely has a work tar-
get on resource heterogeneity. Simply deploying a uniform
model to all resource-heterogeneous edge clients is ineffi-
cient, since some resource-poor clients will limit the FL sys-
tem’s computational overhead. Unlike traditional FL meth-
ods, which share an identical model among edge devices af-
ter optimization, FedKEMF with knowledge extraction en-
ables multi-model deployment on heterogeneous edge de-
vices. Specifically, with multi-model deployment, we can
reasonably deploy models to edge clients according to their
computational resources.

To evaluate FedKEMF on multi-model deployment, we
deploy ResNet-20/32/44 in the same FL system and update
the multi-model edge clients using FedKEMF. However, the
customized model on edge performs differently. Hence, in-
stead of evaluating a global test accuracy on the server side
like the existing FL method. In the multi-model experiment,
we allocate each client a local dataset and evaluate the aver-
age accuracy among all edge clients.

Table 3 shows the multi-model results. We apply base-
line models to train ResNet-20 only, while FedKEMF
trains multi-model system containing ResNet-20/32/44.
FedKEMF achieves the highest average accuracy on the
multi-model system and outperforms baselines.



Table 3: Multi-model federated learning

Method Model Clients Sample
Ratio

Average
Acc.

FedAvg ResNet-20

50 0.5

32.71%
FedNova ResNet-20 31.72%
FedProx ResNet-20 32.43%
FedKEMF Multi-model 58.55%
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Figure 7: FedKEMF under different FL settings. FedKEMF
provides a stable optimizing process among various FL set-
tings.

Ablation study
In this section, we investigate the optimization ability of
FedKEMF under different FL settings and scales. As shown
in Figure 7, we run FedKEMF on different FL settings het-
erogeneous noises. The results further demonstrate the su-
periority of FedKEMF in large-scale and heterogeneous FL
environments. When the heterogeneity increases, FedKEMF
constantly remains a stable training process.

Conclusion
In this paper, we purpose FedKEMF, a resource-aware FL
paradigm for efficient federated learning using knowledge
extraction and multi-model fusion. To address the resource-
constrained and computing power heterogeneity of edge de-
vices in federated learning, we introduce a tiny size network
to extract the local knowledge by mutually training the lo-
cal model trains with the global knowledge, then transmit
the tiny size network to the service for multi-model fusion
and global knowledge distillation. We evaluate FedKEMF
on image datasets (CIFAR-10 and MNIST) and their non-
IID variants. Our experiments show that FedKEMF gen-
erates better performance in terms of communication effi-
ciency and is capable of multi-model federated learning. In
the future, we will continue to investigate maximizing the
efficiency of multi-model fusion on edge devices.
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